one-sentence, or maybe a ten-sentence, slogan." 2 Moral theory, he says, is an attempt to get beyond slogans.
I wholeheartedly support Gert's perspective. But how do teachers of ethics help their students, many of whom are being introduced to moral theory for the first time, transcend slogans and develop enough theoretical literacy to adequately apply the ideas?
This paper will not solve the dilemma of students doing morality by slogans, but it will attempt to explore the misuse of one particular slogan and suggest some ways toif not stop students from using the slogan altogether-at least rectify its misuse. The theorist? Aristotle. And the slogan? The golden mean.
(Mis)applying Aristotle
Consider this Aristotelian analysis-or misanalysis-of a media ethics dilemma.
Here, a group of students is trying to decide whether an ad campaign created by the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center is ethically justifiable. Each of the campaign's ads features the headline "HIV is a gay disease" and the tagline "Own it. End it." The center In addition to considering other theoretical perspectives, students often pose the Aristotelian question: Are the creators of the ads finding the golden mean with this campaign? In analyzing the question, students argue that they should rule out the excess-running the campaign as it was conceived-and the deficiency-not running the campaign at all. The mean, therefore, falls somewhere between these two and typically ends up being a recommendation by students to do a "less shocking" version of the campaign that features a different headline and tagline.
Are the students justified in their ultimate recommendation? Perhaps so, but it is not the recommendation I find misguided. Rather, it's the means of arriving at the recommendation, the application of the golden mean concept. Aristotle's golden mean is not about doing; it's about being. Character traits-or virtues-are represented by the golden mean, not behaviors. So when students say they need to figure out what action hits the mark of the golden mean, they are missing the point of Aristotle, as well as a fundamental difference between him and other moral philosophers typically covered in a media ethics course. In this case, the slogan has failed them.
An earlier critique
This paper is not the first on the topic. apply." 12 Borrowing from Cunningham, the authors argue that through a lifetime of moral growth and the acquisition of moral virtues, individuals develop a disposition "toward the virtuous mark in our choices." Whatever the list of virtues, it is Aristotle's claim that a person who has developed virtues (character traits that represent the mean between extremes) will know 22 Here, I intentionally say "a midpoint" rather than "the midpoint" because the mean is not defined as the mathematical middle. 23 what to do when faced with an ethical issue, whether this is acting or, perhaps, not acting.
The virtuous person will "feel or act towards the right person to the right extent at the right time for the right reason in the right way." larger approach to ethical analysis that I introduce to students. This approach is illustrated by the diagram below. theory of justice. Clearly, the number of questions that can be posed is limitless, and different cases may call for specific questions germane to that particular case. An option that satisfies the requirements of all questions (one that aligns with moral intuition, the relevant code of ethics, and the theoretical perspectives) is the ideal. This is represented by the red "X" in the diagram. Of course, ethical dilemmas are often more thorny than this, and an ideal option is just that: ideal. When different questions lead students toward different options, they then must decide which justifications trump others in the particular situation. They must also be able to explain why they are privileging some values or principles at the expense of others.
In the end, when students arrive at a decision, they return to Aristotle and ask, Some may argue that this approach oversimplifies ethical theory and leads to the morality-by-slogan approach I criticized at the beginning of this essay. I recognize some 29 Practical discourse is a term specific to Habermas; for classes that don't explore his ideas particularly, the diagram could simply be labeled "deliberation. have to decide what it would mean to be truthful, loyal, diligent, honest and tactful. 31 Aristotle emphasizes that the mean is not the same for all people. On page 100 of Nicomachean Ethics, he states, "Every knowledgeable person avoids excess and deficiency, but looks for the mean and chooses it-not the mean of the thing, but the mean relative to us." (London: Penguin Books, 1953). 
Neo-Aristotelian Perspectives
The approach that I advocate in this paper need not be limited to Aristotle, 
